GLASS TO THE MAX

18 m
Our dimensions are real.

The united partnership between Saint-Gobain and Thiele Glas led us to a unique achievement:

From 2017 we will be industrial manufacturer, processor and supplier of overlength single glazings and isolation glass units with maximum dimensions up to 18,000 x 3,210 mm for the worldwide market.

The benefits are groundbreaking:

:: more exclusive design options
:: creating optical highlights
:: unfractured transparent glass façades
:: spares costly constructions
:: enlightening spaces with more daylight
:: creating unique panoramic views

Glass Substrates
SGG PLANICLEAR, SGG DIAMANT in 8, 10, 12 and 15 mm

Coatings
SGG PLANITHERM II, SGG COOL-LITE SKN II and XTREME II in 8, 10 and 12 mm

Products
tempered safety glass, heat-soak-tested tempered safety glass, heat-strengthened glass, laminated safety glass (also with SGP), multifunctional insulating glass

Processing options
cutting, CNC processing and drilling, edge refinement, ceramic frit by digital printing method, colored and functional interlayers

For individual inquiries please do not hesitate to contact us.
Questions concerning
glass production and general consultation
Saint-Gobain Building Glass Europe
Ilona Miszczak
Specification Manager Architectural Projects Europe
phone +48 602 420 302
Ilona.Miszczak@saint-gobain.com
www.saint-gobain-glass.com

Questions concerning
glass processing, logistics and enquiries
Thiele Glas
Jan Evers
Sales/Consulting
phone: +49 34 364 880 – 265
overlength@thiele-glas.de
www.thiele-glas.com